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Astrid cAbrAL

Sea,  
Tireless Sea

   

Sea, tireless sea
  murmuring eternity
   of syllables of salt and sun
Sea rocking
  watery multitudes
   unfeathered schools in flight
masses of marine mammals
   octopuses squid conch cuttlefish
forests of coral and fronds of algae
    branching and dancing
     in sea caves and in coves
sea spreading over 
  endless level sands
    or laceworked strips and spits of land 
sea beating at the hulk
     of towering cliffs
     and bulking slopes of savage coasts
sea tireless engine
    churning its spume
    its rapid watery dunes 
its roiling crashing
   slashing crests                bubble after bubble
  wave after wave
sea colossal organ generating
  sounds syllables sussurations ululations
sea pasture of insoluble
  mysteries in blue
   translucent or nocturnal
maritime cemetery
  tattered sails battered caravels 
    bones stones      flotsam jetsam
    rusting wreckage
sea of unspoken speech
  silence of its signs
    sea of utter music
sea   saliva    sweat    the weeping 
         of an ancient hidden god.

(translated from the Portuguese by Alexis Levitin)
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